Purpose. To present two key statistical issues that arise in analysis and reporting of quality data.
are more likely (by a fixed amount) to receive -blockers Table 1 Illustration of effect of casemix differences with two strata than those without COPD, and some hospitals treat many patients with COPD while others treat few such patients. 50% 30% This observed difference in rates creates a misleading im-(2) Complication rates, surgical 25% 30% ?? pression that hospital A is worse than hospital B, although (3) Percent medical patients 60% 20% 100% it makes no difference at which hospital any given patient is (4) Percent surgical patients 40% 80% 0% treated.
(5) Observed overall rate= If at each hospital, patients with and without COPD are (1)×(3)+(2)×(4) 37% 34% 30% equally likely to receive -blockers [condition (1) rates differ by presence of COPD but the prevalence of COPD among AMI patients is the same at every hospital [condition (2) does not hold], then the relative ratings of hospitals would again be unaffected, as every hospital's rate hands are more assiduously washed, outcomes would preis a fixed combination of the rates with and without COPD. dictably be better. Intermediate outcomes also are rarely Casemix adjustment of a quality measure corrects for casemix adjustors: we would not usually adjust postsurgical differences in casemix across units to estimate differences in mortality for the frequency of postsurgical complications. We expected outcomes for the same patients at different units might do so, however, if we were specifically evaluating [2, 3] . If casemix effects are substantial relative to differences rescue of complicated patients, or if we believed that the among units, then to ignore them would be unfair to the patients would have experienced the same complications at units with more patients with characteristics associated with any hospital. Similarly, we would typically adjust for difworse performance.
ferences between measures for medical and surgical patients, Casemix adjustment is formally similar to risk adjustment but not if the decision to treat medically or surgically for a of prospective payments, designed to pay each unit the typical particular condition were determined by the policies of the costs for patients with characteristics like those it treated [4] . unit being evaluated. Risk adjustment is essential to pay units fairly for providing
We now consider several casemix adjustment methods, care when some patients are more expensive to treat than considering first approaches yielding a single-number sumothers [5] . Further rationales for risk adjustment have parallels mary of quality and then those conveying additional inin casemix adjustment of quality measures. Inadequate risk formation by reporting more than one summary. adjustment threatens the financial stability of units that treat
To illustrate direct standardization, imagine that we wish more adverse (expensive) patient populations; failure to ca-to report a single summary of complication rates unaffected semix adjust a quality measure may threaten competitiveness by the mix of medical and surgical patients. We might calculate of units with adverse casemix if patients, referring providers, rates for each stratum and then combine them in fixed purchasers, or accreditation bodies make decisions based on proportions, such as the average fractions of surgical and quality measures. Similarly, inadequate risk adjustment gives medical patients across all units being compared. Table 1 units an incentive to avoid treating patients with high expected illustrates the calculations for two hospitals with very different costs. In theory inadequate casemix adjustment for quality medical/surgical mixes. Hospital A has lower rates than creates similar incentives. Quality measures, however, have a hospital B in each stratum, but a higher unadjusted rate, due less direct impact than payments on the unit's institutional to its heavier caseload of medical cases. Standardization success, and the effects of patient characteristics on quality removes the casemix effect, revealing the superior permeasures are less manifest than effects on costs. Hence formance of hospital A. Confidence intervals can be calculated such perverse incentives may have less force in quality for directly standardized rates [6] . measurement.
Direct standardization is simple and independent of modCasemix adjustment involves a judgement that the dif-eling assumptions, but has limitations. It may be impossible ferences are 'not attributable to the unit being evaluated', to calculate a standardized score for a unit because it has no which is normative and clinical, not statistical. This concept cases in a stratum; in Table 1 , hospital C has no surgical defines the question of interest: casemix characteristics are patients which means the standardized rate cannot be calthose hypothesized to remain the same if the patient were culated. If a hospital has unusually few cases in a stratum, assigned to a different unit. Thus, characteristics and processes those cases may determine a disproportionate part of the of the unit are not appropriate casemix adjustors. Although standardized score, making it statistically unstable. Furhandwashing by surgeons is known to be (negatively) pre-thermore, direct standardization is not adapted to adjusting dictive of postpartum infection, we would not adjust for this simultaneously for many variables or for graded (continuous) variables. variable because if the patient moved to a hospital where with the first of these problems by calculating an expected incidence for each unit using rates by stratum from a standard population, and then comparing the observed to the expected data. With non-linear models, substituting mean predictors will differ from averaging predictions over a population, but rates. This approach uses models more than direct standardization but has some of the same limitations.
the ordering of the adjusted values will be the same.
Regression models accommodate a large number of A more flexible approach to adjustment is through regression modeling. Typically, we model the predicted outcome adjustor variables using simplifying assumptions about how their effects combine (e.g. that they are additive and linear for each patient as the sum of a component due to measured patient characteristics and one due to the unit at which she if so specified in the model), hence depending to some degree on the validity of the assumptions. For small adjustments, is treated. Mathematically, y up = x up + u + e up , where y up is the outcome for patient p at unit u, x up is the corresponding sensitivity to departures from models is modest. Very large adjustments (where the distributions of casemix in different patient characteristic(s), u is an effect for unit u, e up is an error term, and is a coefficient. The first term of this units are distinct) use the model to extrapolate beyond the range of the data at any unit, and therefore are critically equation captures the effects of individual characteristics x on outcomes, among patients of the same unit (all sharing dependent on model specification. Direct standardization signals when the units have distinct distributions, because the same value of u ). Quality differences among units are captured in the unit-specific effects u , which determines some cells will have no cases at some units. Regression allows the careless analyst to attempt extreme adjustments that are differences among patients with the same characteristics x up treated at different units. In some simple situations, regression overly dependent on model assumptions. Sensitivity of results to the details of the adjustment method may also be of analysis is closely related to direct standardization [7] . Note that while the model controls for unit effects through the concern [8,9].
An interesting situation arises when the effect of casemix dummy variables u , characteristics of units do not appear in the model and their effects cannot be estimated.
variables on outcomes is not the same at each unit [10, 11] . For example, the difference in outcomes between 'sicker' This analysis is illustrated (for a single casemix variable) in Figure 1 . The dots indicate mean values of casemix and and 'healthier' patients may be larger at hospital A than at hospital B. In that case, the comparison of the two hospitals outcome in two units, and the lines through them indicate the distribution of the variables and their relationship. Unit for 'healthier' patients will differ from that for 'sicker' patients.
With direct standardization, this will be reflected in sys-A is slightly below unit B in raw scores, but higher after adjustment.
tematically different comparisons in the various strata. In a regression analysis, the regression lines will have different These models can be fitted using standard regression software. Adjusted scores for unit i can be obtained by slopes (Figure 2 ).
Under these circumstances, no single value fully charcalculating model predictions for a standard population (such as the pooled sample from all the units), or equivalently by acterizes the differences in performance between units, although summary values still can be calculated. Direct inserting the mean value of the covariates x. In either case the scores obtained can be interpreted as a prediction of the standardization reports the average of the differences between hospitals for 'healthier' and 'sicker' patients, weighted acmean outcomes if the same population (or the same 'average' individual patient) had been treated at each of the different cording to their prevalences in the reference population.
Regression adjustment using the average coefficient across units.
In some cases a non-linear regression (such as logistic units may be acceptable if both differences in casemix and differences in regression coefficients among units are modest. regression for a dichotomous outcome, or linear modeling of log-transformed costs) is suggested by the structure of the Better yet, comparisons can be made at a standard value of the covariates (the vertical dotted line in Figure 2 ), adjusting more often miss screening tests may reflect a weakness in each unit to that value using its own coefficient.
the way providers communicate information regardless of Nonetheless, these summaries do not completely represent which health plan covers the patients. the experiences of subgroups of patients. In Figure 2 , 'healthy' When quality differences among patient groups vary across patients would find hospital A much better than hospital B, units, on the other hand, stratified reporting may be worthwhile 'sicker' patient might expect little difference. Ex-while. Alternatively, reports could summarize overall plan trapolating to the left, some patients might even find hospital performance using an average casemix adjustment, and then B superior to hospital A. If these differences are large show subgroup differences for each unit separately, disenough, it may be worthwhile to perform a stratified analysis, tinguishing between overall quality and its equitable discalculating and reporting separate comparisons for various tribution. subpopulations. In practice, however, samples may be too When the subgroups of interest are small relative to the small to support subgroup analyses, and consumers of quality population (e.g. minority ethnic groups, patients with chronic data may not be prepared for the additional complexity of conditions) stratified reporting may be impractical. At least, reports that provide several comparisons for each measure. analysts should estimate the amount of variation in subgroup Stratified analysis is worthwhile only when i) stratified results effects on quality across units. When subgroup differences are can be calculated with adequate reliability and ii) the reports large for some units and smaller for others, adopting 'best for different strata are likely to have substantially different practices' on equity of care may help to close the quality gap. implications for users of the reports. The reports might, for example, lead to different decisions about choice of provider Statistical variation and small samples or identify quality problems for specific subpopulations.
Whenever a measure is based on a sample from a larger Casemix adjustment can be controversial when the clinical population, random variation is introduced by sampling; by reasons for the relationship between a casemix variable and chance, a larger or smaller than average rate of successful the quality outcome are not apparent, especially if the variable outcomes will appear in the sample than in the population. distinguishes a vulnerable population. For example, outcomes
The amount of variation in the measure is related to the on the Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set sample size by well-known statistical formulae. Specifically, the (HEDIS⊂) clinical measures are negatively related to the standard error (SE) of the measure is inversely proportional to concentration of racial/ethnic minorities and poverty in the the square root of sample size, so multiplying sample size by patient's area of residence [12] . Casemix adjustment would four halves the SE. raise the scores of health plans drawing large numbers of When the sample contains all relevant cases during the members from such areas. Whether the results are adjusted period of measurement, then there is no sampling variation or not, the poorer quality of care received by the more in the estimate for that period (although there may be variation vulnerable members within each plan is invisible in aggregated from other sources such as measurement error). Historical plan-level results, even knowing which plans had more memfacts about outcomes during a specific period are important, bers from these groups. If each plan's results are stratified though, primarily to predict the likely outcomes for a larger by neighborhood poverty, the poorer quality of care received hypothetical population of patients. We rate health plans to by poverty-area residents is detectable only with a careful help potential members to decide where to enroll, and we analysis to summarize the differences between groups across rate surgeons to predict their performance with their future plans. Yet if the difference between quality for low-and highpatients, not to reward them for their past achievements. For income patients is approximately the same at each plan, the this purpose, the fraction of the population that is measured same information could be presented more efficiently using is irrelevant. Our predictions for the future are more precise a two-part summary, consisting of i) casemix-adjusted ratings for a surgeon who performed 200 operations of which we for each plan, and ii) coefficients from the casemix model, have data for 100, then for a surgeon who performed 20 representing average quality differences among sociooperations of which we have data for all 20. (Hence the demographic subgroups. The latter component powerfully 'finite population correction' for variance estimates from summarizes inequities affecting all plans. Arguably, casemix descriptive surveys is not relevant to quality measurement.) coefficients are most interesting and worth reporting when To protect the consumer from being misled by chance they represent quality variations that are not clinically influctuations we commonly report both the estimates and evitable, but rather are potentially correctable.
some measure of uncertainty. One popular graphical pre-A comment on the HEDIS⊂ finding [13] argued that sentation uses error bars, representing a 'confidence interval' adjustment would reward plans that are failing to provide about the estimated value (Figure 3 , left side), constructed good service to members of vulnerable populations, excusing so that the probability that the interval will contain the them for inequities in quality of care. If the magnitude of population value equals a prespecified level. The specific the inequities is similar across units, however, then all units formula for the confidence interval depends on the estimand are equally responsible, even those that enroll relatively and perhaps on features of the sample design, such as few patients from the underserved groups. Such uniform stratification and clustering. For given data, we can be more differences are better identified and addressed as systemic confident that the interval contains the true value if we make problems, rather than by penalizing units that serve these patients. For example, the fact that less-educated patients the interval wider. The conventional 95% level represents a A graphic like Figure 3 directs the viewer's attention to comparisons among units. If a reference line is included for the mean of all units, it emphasizes the comparison between each unit and that mean. If the error bar does not cross the usual statistic from the F-test of equality of the unit effects (readily obtained from standard regression programs such as reference line, the unit is significantly better or worse than the average of all units. (The SE of the difference from the SAS PROC GLM). Then F-1 is an estimate of the ratio of signal to noise, and 1-1/F estimates the fraction of total overall mean is slightly different from that for the unit mean itself, usually smaller, but with a fairly large number of variance that is due to signal (real variation among units), also known as the 'interunit reliability' (IUR) [15] . When F units, the difference is minimal.) A simple summary of this comparison [standard for Consumer Assessments of Health is large (IUR close to 1), the measure distinguishes reliably among units; conversely, when F is small (IUR tending toward Plans (CAHPS⊂) displays] [14] reports only whether the unit is significantly below, significantly above, or not significantly 0), no reliable distinctions can be made.
What, then, is a 'large enough' value of F? While there is different from the mean of all units (signified by 1, 3 or 2 stars respectively), as illustrated on the right-hand side of no single standard for all applications, the following argument suggests the implications of various values of the F statistic. Figure 3 . This style of report removes much of the detail in an 'error bar' report; for example, it does not indicate the Suppose that a large number of units are being compared and that the distributions of both the true means and sampling difference in quality between units D and E in Figure 3 . Furthermore, the cutoffs are determined by criteria of stat-errors are approximately normal (a typical statistical assumption for such problems). Consider a unit that is modistical, rather than clinical, significance, and therefore affected by sample sizes. Nonetheless, this report classifies plans erately [one standard deviation (SD)] above average, hence better than about 84% of the other units. The probability simply for consumers.
The estimated mean (or proportion) for each unit is based that this unit will be reported as above average ('3 stars' by the criteria described above) depends on the reliability of the on data from some sample of patients, members, or cases. We can interpret the estimate as the sum of a population measure. If F=10 (IUR=0.90), then this probability is 85%, but if F=4 (IUR=0.75), the probability falls to 41% (Table  mean (for all patients of that unit, or a larger potential populations of patients as described earlier) and random error 2 and Appendix). In either case there is highly significant evidence of variation among the units (as indicated by the F due to sampling. Consequently the variation among the means for different units is the sum of variation because the units test), but only with the larger value of reliability will there be a good chance that a plan that is moderately better or worse actually differ from each other (the 'signal' that we wish to measure), and variation due to sampling error ('noise'). The than average can actually be declared so by the conventional test. In effect, the test is not very sensitive unless F is fairly usefulness of the report is determined in part by the relative magnitude of these components, as results that are mainly large. Quality reports that are dominated by noise are useless and potentially counterproductive [16] . determined by random noise are highly misleading and encourage unwarranted inferences about quality.
If the variation among units is large enough to be worth measuring at all, we might want to distinguish units fairly When the standard errors of estimates for each unit are similar (primarily determined by whether units have similar sensitively that are as high as the 84th percentile of units in true quality (or as low as the 16th percentile). Thus, F values sample sizes), an overall summary of the relative magnitude of variation due to signal and noise is useful. Let F be the closer to 10 than to four are desirable. The F value depends on several factors, including the sizes of the differences among the units, the amount of within-unit variation in responses and the sample size per unit. Of these, the sample size is most likely to be under the control of those designing the quality measurement program; the required sample size depends on the other factors.
Dealing with small sample sizes: indirect estimation and shrinkage A 'small sample size' is one that does not yield adequately precise estimates for the intended purposes. In practice, considerations of cost, burden on patients or staff, or limited numbers of relevant cases may deny us the sample sizes required for desirable levels of precision, at some or all units. At worst, useful reports become impossible. When samples are small, however, statistical methodology may make valuable Figure 4 Combining regression predictions and direct escontributions. We now consider two relevant concepts: in-timates using a hierarchical model. direct estimation and hierarchical modeling.
Broadly speaking, direct estimation bases the estimate for each domain (e.g. for a unit's performance during a specific hospitals is somewhat controversial. Furthermore, to use volume time period) only on information from that domain. An as an important predictor of quality could also have serious indirect estimate combines information from many domains policy implications, such as reducing access to care in remote to improve estimation for all of them. Direct estimation is areas by closing low-volume treatment centers. Nonetheless, simpler than indirect estimation, and requires less justification; even though the volume-quality relationship does not conthe preceding discussion has assumed that direct estimators clusively prove inferior quality at any particular small hospital, are used. When direct estimators are insufficiently precise, it still might pass the 'grandmother test' ('would this influence indirect estimators become an attractive alternative.
your informed decision on where to send your loved one for Indirect estimation may use relationships with 'auxiliary treatment?'). In this case, more direct measures of hospital variables' that are well measured and have a systematic processes would be desirable but are not readily available. relationship with the outcome of interest. For example, in Preferably, relationships used in predicting quality for reporting estimating mortality rates in cardiac care, we might use should be scientifically well established and face-valid. Furinformation about whether the hospital is urban or rural, thermore, only fairly strongly related auxiliary variables can whether it is an academic center, and its size, each of which contribute substantially to precision. is related to mortality rates [17] . Because relationships are
The performance of the same unit in earlier time periods quantified using data from all units in the study, estimates may be regarded as an auxiliary variable for predicting current using them are indirect.
performance; hence, a moving average of a quality measure Relationships of outcomes with a continuous auxiliary vari-is a time-indirect estimator. Like any indirect estimator, its able or with more than one variable are characterized using properties must be evaluated in relation to the objectives of regression modeling. The interpretation, however, is opposite estimation. A moving average adds precision when samples to that for casemix adjustment. Here, the covariates are char-are small in each time period, but is insensitive to changes acteristics of the unit (or for which the unit is responsible) and in quality from one period to the next. their effects are part of the predicted measure for the unit, Optimally, indirect estimates (such as regression prewhile in casemix adjustment the covariates are characteristics dictions) and direct estimates (data from the unit in question) of the patients and their effects are removed from the reported should be used together. Each of these sources provides measure. The differences in interpretation depend to some some information but with limited precision, due to the degree on the face validity of the relationships and whether imprecision of the relationships underlying indirect estimates the characteristics in question are intrinsic to the institution or and the sampling variability of the direct estimates. Hierbrought to it by the patients. For example, to decide whether archical modeling provides a framework within which the to use rural location as a predictor of quality, we might two types of information can be combined, weighting each investigate whether rural patients tend to have worse outcomes in proportion to its precision ('credibility'). While a methodat all hospitals (an individual-level effect) or conversely whether ological exposition of hierarchical modeling [19] [20] [21] is beyond patients from the same area of residence have different out-the scope of this article, Figure 4 expresses some of the key comes at urban versus rural hospitals.
ideas graphically. Predictions from the regression model (the Volume-quality relationships have been established for some solid line) are combined with direct estimates for each unit types of cancer care, but the relationships are often weak and (dots) to obtain improved estimates combining both. For the processes underlying them are not well understood [18] . unit A, with a large sample, the final estimates are close to the direct estimates. For unit B, with a small sample, the Because of this, their use in predicting quality for individual unit effect (population mean) is 1 SD above average is the probability that a normal variable with unit variance and mean ◊(F−1) will 27. Burgess J, Christiansen C, Michalak S, Morris C. Medical exceed 1.96, or 1− (1.96−◊(F−1)). This quantity is tabulated profiling: improving standards and risk adjustments using hierin Table 2 . archical models. J Health Econ 2000; 19: 291-309.
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